DOMANDE BUSTA 1

a. RACCONTI LA SUA ESPERIENZA LAVORATIVA NELLA GESTIONE PROGETTI;

b. FACCIA UNA RIFLESSIONE SULLA PROVA TEORICO PRATICA CHE HA ESEGUITO.

c. QUALE STRUMENTO/DISPOSITIVO INFORMATICO NORMALMENTE UTILIZZA?

d. TRADUCA IN ITALIANO IL TESTO RIPORTATO NELLA SLIDE 1B RIPORTATA NEL FOGLIO ALLEGATO?
Subcontracting

- Ensure best value for money (or lowest price) and avoid conflict of interests
- Subcontracting between beneficiaries is not allowed. Subcontracting to affiliates is generally not allowed either
- Estimated costs and tasks must be identified in the budget and in Annex 1
- Simplified approval procedure allowed (i.e. beneficiary flags the subcontracting at reporting stage) However, beneficiary bears the risk of rejection

*E.g.: Testing described in Annex 1 as action task*

- The beneficiaries are responsible for the proper implementation of the subcontracted action tasks by the subcontractors (*proper quality, timely delivery, etc*).
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DISCLAIMER: INFORMATION NOT LEGALLY BINDING
DOMANDE BUSTA 2

a. CHE ESPERIENZA LAVORATIVA HA NEL MONITORAGGIO DEI PROGETTI?

b. ESPRIMA UN COMMENTO SULLA SUA PROVA TEORICO PRATICA.

c. QUALE PROGRAMMA APPLICATIVO SOFTWARE NORMALMENTE UTILIZZA?

d. TRADUCA IN ITALIANO IL TESTO RIPORTATO NELLA SLIDE 2B RIPORTATA NEL FOGLIO ALLEGATO?
Associated Partner (AP)

- Inherited and derived from the ‘International partner’ status in H2020 MGA

- Corporate terminology and status with the following features:
  
  ✓ AP does work but cannot declare costs
  
  ✓ AP can be linked to the whole consortium or to a particular beneficiary
  
  ✓ The beneficiaries must ensure that relevant MGA obligations are also extended to AP (e.g. through the consortium agreement):

  Articles 11 (proper implementation), 12 (conflict of interests), 13 (confidentiality and security), 14 (ethics), 17.2 (visibility), 18 (specific rules for carrying out action), 19 (information) and 20 (record-keeping)
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DOMANDE BUSTA 3

a. PARLI DELLA SUA ESPERIENZA LAVORATIVA NELLA REPORTISTICA NELL'AMBITO DI PROGETTI;

b. COSA AGGIUNGEREBBE/MODIFICHEREBBE NELLE RISPOSTE DA LEI FORNITE NELLA PROVA TEORICO PRATICA?

c. PER L'ELABORAZIONE DI CALCOLI, TIMESHEET, ECC... QUALE PROGRAMMA APPLICATIVO UTILIZZA?

d. TRADUCA IN ITALIANO IL TESTO RIPORTATO NELLA SLIDE 3B RIPORTATA NEL FOGLIO ALLEGATO?
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Participants in the project

**Beneficiary**
- Signs the grant agreement
- Has all rights and obligations

**Affiliated entity**
- With a legal or capital link with the beneficiary
- Does work and may declare costs

**Associated partner**
- Does work but can NOT declare costs

**Third party providing contributions**
- Does NOT do work just give in-kind contributions
- The beneficiary may declare the costs of the contributions

**Subcontractor**
Does work and invoices the beneficiary
The beneficiary may declare the invoice
DOMANDE BUSTA 4

a. CI DICA UNA SUA ESPERIENZA SUI DATABASE NELL’AMBITO DI PROGETTI;

b. SI RITROVA DI AVER DOVUTO AFFRONTARE PROBLEMATICHE/ARGOMENTI SIMILI A QUELLE DELLA PROVA TEORICA PRATICA?

c. QUALE SISTEMA OPERATIVO UTILIZZA NORMALMENTE?

d. TRADUCA IN ITALIANO IL TESTO RIPORTATO NELLA SLIDE 4B RIPORTATA NEL FOGLIO ALLEGATO?
There will be three main ‘corporate’ Model Grant Agreements (MGAs), on which Horizon Europe MGAs will be built:

1. A ‘corporate general MGA’, for grants which take the form of a budget-based mixed actual cost grant (i.e. a grant based on actual costs incurred, but which may also include other simplified forms of funding, such as unit costs or contributions, flat-rate costs or contributions, lump sum costs or contributions)

2. A ‘corporate unit-based MGA’, for grants which take the form of one or several possible types of unit contributions for covering the action implementation

3. A ‘corporate lump sum-based MGA’, for grants which take the form of one single lump sum contribution, broken down per work package and per beneficiary, for covering the action implementation
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DOMANDE BUSTA 5

a. HA ESPERIENZA SUI PROGETTI DI RICERCA?

b. SE AVESSE DOVUTO PREPARARE LE DOMANDE PER LA PROVA TEORICO PRATICA
QUALE ARGOMENTO AVREBBE AGGIUNTO?

c. CHE TIPO DI HARDWARE DI OUTPUT UTILIZZA PER VISUALIZZARE I DOCUMENTI SU
CUI LAVORA?

d. TRADUCA IN ITALIANO IL TESTO RIPORTATO NELLA SLIDE 5B RIPORTATA NEL FOGLIO
ALLEGATO?
Affiliated entities

Article 187 (1)(b) of the EU Financial Regulation:

Entities ‘that have a link with the beneficiary, in particular a legal or capital link, which is neither limited to the action nor established for the sole purpose of its implementation’.

Affiliated entities in Horizon Europe = Linked third parties in Horizon 2020:

(alignment of labelling/definition in the corporate context)

- Must be identified in GA in Article 8, their tasks must be mentioned in Annex 1 and their budget in Annex 2
- Same cost eligibility criteria than for beneficiaries

⚠️ They are therefore de facto treated like beneficiaries (have their own financial statement, must provide their own CFS, must contribute to the technical report, must submit deliverables, etc).

- Granting authority may request them to accept joint and several liability for their EU contribution
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